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PRE FACE

For twenty years, European opinion toward the modernization of

NATO’s tactical nuclear force has been rather ambivalent. On the one

hand, West European governments have welcomed the introduction of new

delivery systems such as Pershing, Lance, and the F—16 into NATO’s force
structure. Past public debates over tactical nuclear issues, on the

other hand , especially those aroused by the “Carte Blanche” exercise,
the proposal to implant atomic mines along the East—West frontier in

Germany , the so—called Weizsacker study, and the 1973 press reports

on “nin i—nukes ” , have not created a helpful climate for thorough

discussion of the utility of new nuclear technologies. Widespread fears

that a conflict in Europe would result in population damage on a massive

scale , in fact have in the past been an important obstacle to a. balanced

consideration by European political leaders and especially by the

general public of the possible role of new nuclear technologies in

enhancing both deterrence and defense in Europe .

The potential of new technologies for substantially reducing

collateral damage in the event of war is now widely accepted in the

United States , and the conviction that new technology may make possible

the development of new——and the appropriate revision of old——tactical

doctrines is spreading among U.S. analysts. It remains uncertain,

however, how these possibilities are looked upon in Europe. This report

seeks to analyze these and related questions.

The study was proposed under the general supervision of Richard .. -
B. Foster, Director of the SSC, and ilarold Silverstein, Special Assistant

to the Director. The Director played a particular role in analyzing

the strategic and tactical problems presently confronting the NATO :J~.

Alliance and in identif ying solutions to them. The Project Leader
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and author of the report was Dr. James E. Dox~nan , Jr. The following

European consultants contributed both Input Papers analyzing key problems

which emerged in the course o~ research, and specific contributions

to sections of the report bearing on their particular area of expertise:

Hans Ruhle of the Konrad Adenauer Institute, Federal Republic of Germany ;

Uwe Nerlich of the Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, Federal Republic
of Germany; John Erickson of the University of Edinburgh; Coh n Gray

of the Hudson Institute; and S.W.B. Menaul of the Royal United Services

Institute, London. General B.E. Spivy, U.S. Army (Ret), Major General
Hamilton A. Twit chell , U.S . Army (Ret), John Scharfen , and Dr. Stephen

P. Gibert served as review critics.

Richard B. Foster
Director
Strategic Studies Center
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Statement of the Problem

In recent year s, a combination of technological and policy develop-

ments has reinforced the U.S. view of the importance of theater nuclear

systems for deterrence and defense in Europe. The new family of nuclear

weapons——those now in development and those planned for the near term—

is characterized by a potential for added military efficiency and

substantially lowered levels of collateral damage through improved

targeting capabilities, gr eater accuracy , reduced yields, and a variety

of special targeting effects.  Moreover , recen t assessments of weapons

effects as well as the development of new assessment methods have

reduced some of the uncertainties associated with the use of tactical

nuclear systems , and provided at least tentative answers to such

questions as the exten t and the effectiveness of various kinds of

shielding techniques in protecting urban populations. The ongoing

and proposed modernization of NATO ’s tactical nuclear forces should

enhance both the credibility of deterrence and the capacity of the

Alliance to contain a Warsaw Pact attack in Europe should deterrence

fail. These views have been reflected in a variety of U.S. proposals

put forward in recent years for the modernization of NATO ’s tactical
nuclear force , and in other proposals now being considered .

U.S. policymakers , however , might be uncertain of the reaction of

the European states to certain aspects of the proposed modernization

program . Consultations at the official level—particularly with the

Ministry of Defense in both the Federal Republic of Germany and the

United Kingdom and with high officials in the armed forces of the FRG—have

been encouraging. However, the potential reaction of other decision—

makers in Europe, and especially of European public opinion, is less
clearly understood .

3
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For more than twenty years European opinion toward the modernization

of NATO ’s tactical nuclear force has been rather ambivalent. On the

one hand, Western European governments have generally welcomed the

introduction of new delivery systems such as Pershing, Lance, and the
F—l6 into NATO’s force structure. Some of the more important public

debates on nuclear issues in Western Europe, on the other hand, have in
the past developed in ways not helpful to a balanced consideration of
the possible utility of new nuclear technologies in enhancing both

deterrence and defense in Europe. Fears that a conflict on the continent

involving nuclear weapons would result in population damage on a massive

scale were widespread during the 1950’s and 1960’s, and continue to exist

down to the present day. Soviet propaganda has been quick to capitalize

on such fears. Moreover, for a variety of reasons, including economic,
European strategic thinking has exhibited a clear preference for deterrence
over defense. Thus, tactical nuclear weapons have generally been

regarded in Europe as useful primarily for their role in deterrence and as

a link between European defense and U.S. strategic forces. Proposals

for improving NATO’s nuclear war fighting capabilities have often been

resisted, and sometimes served to reinforce longstanding European suspicions
that the United States would prefer to “decouple” its strategic deterrent

from the defense of Europe. Finally, European opinion, especially public
opinion, does not appear to be adequately informed concerning the possi-
bilities for reduced collateral damage and other advantages of the new

nuclear systems. This lack of understanding may be an obstacle to

European acceptance of any proposals for modernization of NATO’s tactical

nuclear systems.

Political considerations thus continue to be an important factor

inhibiting NATO force modernization. In the absence of specific informa-

tion concerning European attitudes on new nuclear systems and weapons

employment concepts, especially those promising reduced collateral damage,
uncertainties will remain concerning how the deployment of these systems

will affect political cohesion within the NATO Alliance. Without such

information, moreover , it will be difficult to determine how an effort to

4 address the collateral damage issue might affect European public opinion.
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Would a more widespread dissemination of information on the new systems

be politically helpful in furthering plans for “population management,”
civil defense etc. in the event of war in Europe? Or would public dis-

cussion of such questions in Europe under current conditions evoke

unwarranted fears and cause divisiveness in the Alliance? Such political

considerations clearly must be taken into account in planning force

modernization. It is with these questions in mind that SSC/SRI has

undertaken this effor t, as part of both the Center’s parallel study of
possible Soviet responses to NATO force modernization and its ongoing

research on European perceptions and views of defense matters.

B. Nature of the Research Task

The SSC undertook the following principal tasks as part of the

study effort:

• A review of available data in completed and ongoing analyses on:

— the characteristics and capabilities of new tactical nuclear
weapons systems, particularly the possibilities for reduced
collateral damage inherent in the new systems

— the use of shielding techniques for reducing collateral
damage, and

— new techniques for assessing the collateral damage likely to
result from the employment of nuclear weapons.

• An assessment of attitudes in Europe toward existing tactical
nuclear systems and the collateral damage levels associated
with them.

• An assessment of possible attitudes in Europe toward the moderni-
zation of the tactical nuclear force, and specifically toward
the reduced collateral damage levels expected as a result of
weapons modernization, the use of shielding techniques, and the
use of improved methods for assessing collateral damage. More
specifically, an effor t was made to evaluate the persistence of
old attitudes and the extent to which such attitudes carry over
and affect attitudes toward new nuclear weapons

.5
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• An analysis of the political implications and hazards involved in
communicating information concerning the reduced collateral damage
associated with new U S./NATO nuclear systems.

The task of analysis was complicated by several difficulties.

First , a considerable variety of opinion on defense issues exists on
the continent; moreover, political ideologies and positions on military

matters interact, in Europe as elsewhere, in many ways: some individuals

of a “liberal” political outlook assume a “sof t” line on military questions,
while others with similar views take a “hard” position. The same is

true of “conservatives”. If the state of European opinion is to be

adequately assess ed, therefore, a thorough canvass of opinion should
be undertaken.’

That, however, is not an easy undertaking. The defense communities

in the NATO—European states are relatively small, and their interface
with the public tends in the main not to involve discussion of issues

of strategic substance. In addition, the defense bureaucracies of the

non—American members of NATO do not generally reveal their internal

debates and squabbles to the public (one reason, of course , is that
several NATO nations have Official Secret Acts which are taken seriously).

Thus, informed persons outside the official defense system——and therefore

at liberty to air their views—tend to be few in number, and also tend
to lack political leverage due to their limited access to centers of

genuine influence over policy. Knowledge of complex defense issues

among the public at large, moreover, is nearly nonexistent.

Finally, there is a lack of readily accessible polling data on

public attitudes in Europe on nuclear issues, particularly for the past
several years.

~ In discussions with the sponsoring agency, it was decided to focus
on attitudes in the P1W and the United Kingdom, where opinion can
be expected to have the- most significant impact on any NATO decision
concerning nuclear force modernization.
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The analysis, therefore, relied on several sources for data and
information. Ample documentation exists, in published studies by

academic and other analysts and in press reports, concerning public
reaction to such past controversies in Europe as those surrounding the

NATO “Carte Blanche” tactical nuclear exercise of 1955, the AD)! debate
of 1966, and the 1973 “Mini—nuke” debate. This documentation was ex-

amined and analyzed in an effort to trace the origin and development

of Western European thinking on nuclear issues, and in order to permit

an assessment of the present strength and relevance of past attitudes.

A group of European analysts, most of them connected with research
institutes on the continent,1 were commissioned to prepare background

papers, assessing both European attitudes and the likely evolution

of such attitudes in the future. In doing so, they drew upon past

studies undertaken by their own research organizations. Such polls

as were available2 were consulted, as well as all available official

statements, government documents, speeches by government spokesmen and
political figures, position papers issued by political parties, and
media commentary.

C. Princjpal Findings

There is no doubt that past European fears concerning the conse-

quences of a war in Europe in which nuclear weapons were utilized

continue to some extent to affect attitudes on the continent toward

nuclear issues. This is especially true of the general public, and
of political bodies associated with the European left. To that extent

These included Hans Ruhle of the Konrad Adenauer Institute, Federal
Republic of Germany; John Erickson of the University of Edinburgh;
Cohn Gray of the Hudson Institute; and S.W.B. Menaul of the Royal
United Services Institute, London. General BE. Spivy, U.S. Army
(Ret), Major General Hamilton A. Twitchell, U.S. Army (Ret), and
Dr. Stephen P. Gibert, consultants to the SSC, served as review
critics.

2 The scope of the project did not permit the SSC to conduct its own
polls.
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the results of earlier controversies such as that which arose over “Carte

Blanche” live on, and the possibility that a public controversy with
significant political implications could arise over proposals to modernize

NATO’s tactical nuclear force continues to exist. Given the strength

of left—wing forces within the governing Labour government in Great

Britain and the SPD in West Germany, both governments can be expected
to deal very cautiously with nuclear issues in their public pronounce-

ments, whatever the private views of the leadership. Should an extended

and inflamed public debate arise, this might be even more true, as the
recent controversy on the so-called neutron bomb suggests. (Certain

FRG spokesmen such as Georg Leber and Hans—Dietrich Ger~scher, however,
have been quite balanced in their comments on the possible deployment
of ER weapons in Europe, despite the inflammatory remarks by SPD leader
Egon bahr.)

There has been a progressive decline over the past decade , however ,
in the hysteria which has often characterized the public debate in Europe

on tactical. nuclear weapons and related issues (such as collateral

damage) in the past. The ADN, Weizsacker study and mini—nuke contro-

versies have stimulated successively less public controversy, parti-

cularly in comparison with “Carte Blanche.” There are strong indica-

tions, moreover, that attitudes on defense issues in general, and perhaps
on tactical nuclear issues as well, are beginning to change. At the

very least the general climate of opinion on military questions has
altered in recent years.

First of all , perceptions of the military balance and of political—

military stability which prevailed for more than a decade have begun

to shift, both in the public consciousness and in the minds of European

decisionmakers. The enormous increase in the military power of the

USSR, and the effects of increased Soviet military power upon both

the overall strategic balance and the military balance in Europe, is
no longer ignored by the public on the continent to the extent that

it was during the 1960s. European officials, in fact, reversing the

8
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situation which prevailed during the middle and late fifties, have in
recent years been far more skeptical about the prospects for detente

and for a permanent improvement in East—West relations than have their

American counterparts. During the past year indications that the Soviet

Union is moving to strengthen its European—based nuclear forces through

deployment in the theater of the Backfire Bomber and the SS—20 missile

have generated particular alarm.

Along with these changed perceptions of the threat have come

significant shifts in European views concerning the most likely way

in which the Soviet threat would be actualized. Throughout most of

NATO’S history it has been assumed that a conflict in Europe would start
as a consequence of overt Soviet aggression; many commentators assumed

as well that the Soviet Union would immediately resort to disarming

nuclear strikes in order to bring the war to an end decisively and

quickly. Under these assumptions, even technologically improved theater

nuclear capabilities were considered by many Europeans to be of but

marginal importance; the aggregate damage resulting from use by both
the Warsaw Pact and NATO of theater nuclear weapons was thought to rule

out the possibility of a nonsuicidal defense against the expected Soviet

assault. Many European strategic thinkers have begun to conclude,

however, that a conflict in Europe, or conflicts which may spill over
into the European theater, are increasingly likely to develop in more

indirect ways. Soviet military involvements in, e.g., Yugoslavia, the

Middle East, Iran, or Southern Africa, which could not be regarded as
overt aggression against NATO, could conceivably develop in such a way

as to involve one or more of the NATO states, and ultimately lead to

conflict in Central Europe itself. In the view of a growing number

of Europeans, therefore, NATO requires a wider range of military options

than have heretofore existed.

By the same token, some European students of Soviet strategy now
believe that the likelihood of a conventional phase in any major conflict

In Europe is somewhat greater than usually believed. As John Erickson

9
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and others have emphasized, Soviet military strategy in the event of

var is likely to be governed in the last analysis by political objectives;

wholesale destruction in Western Europe would not be compatible with

Soviet postwar objectives. Some European observers thus believe that

both a conventional phase (perhaps including the use of CBU, however) and a

phase of truly limited nuclear war in any future European conflict are now

possible. The latter, in turn, might be even more likely if NATO possessed

the military capability to wage that sort of conflict.

There is also an important body of European opinion which is con-

vinced that the primary purpose of Soviet military deployments in Europe

is not military but political. According to this view, the primary
Soviet strategic objective in Europe is to bend the political will of

the Western states to Soviet purposes. From that perspective, the

existing imbalance of military force on the continent in favor of the

Soviet Union, and the declining credibility of NATO theater nuclear
doctrine, can only enhance the achievement of Soviet objectives. By

the same token, the most appropriate Western political response to Soviet

strategy in Europe would be the development of a coherent and credible

military doctrine for defeating the Soviet Union in the event of war.

The modernization of NATO’s defense doctrine and force deployments is

seen by some Europeans as the most appropriate ueans to that end.

Finally, there is an increasing—if still limited—awareness in

Europe of the possibilities inherent in new nuclear and other techno-
logies, including an awareness of the possibility that under certain

conditions a nuclear war in Europe might not lead to unrestricted

collateral damage. The “magic of numbers”, for example, appears to
be of declining significance for many Europeans. While considerable

interest still exists in the size of the American tactical nuclear

arsenal in Wes tern Europe, there is far less disposition to defend a
particular level (e.g., 7,000 warheads) than was the case several years

ago, especially in the United Kingdom and in the Federal Republic of
Germany. It is clear that reductions in the number of American tactical

10 
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nuclear warheads deployed In Europe which might occur as a result of a

modernization process which is perceived to have military value will not

today meet the kind of political resistance in Western Europe which it

would have a few years ago. Such European leaders as Georg Leber and

such influential defense analysts as Adelbert Weinstein, Lord Chalfonc

and others have exhibited keen interest in the military potential of

new technology, and particularly of precision—guided munitions . During

the past year a number of articles have appeared in the British and

German press and in professional journals analyzing the military poten-

tial of new weapons systems, and emphasizing in particular the low

collateral damage associated with such systems.

The full military value of the new nuclear weapons, however , includ-
ing their potential for reducing collateral damage in the event of

nuclear war in Europe, has only recently begun to be seriously considered
by European analysts outside official circles. Moreover, although
European thinking on the modernization of NATO’s tactical nuclear force

is clearly changing, only limited consideration up to now has been given

to the collateral damage Issue. While it Is possible, therefore, that a

U.S. approach to Europe on nuclear force modernization which stressed the

utility of the new weapons for achieving goals clearly agreed upon by the

Alliance, especially deterrence and early war termination, might be well
received, such an approach would have to be carefully prepared and
developed. Difficult though it may be to calm European fears on this

point, such an approach would have to be accompanied by specific U.S.

assurances——and supporting policies—that the “decoupling” of the United

States from European defense is not the ultimate motive and will not be

perceived as such by the WP. If the U.S. proposals are perceived as

presaging “decoupling”, in fact, nothing will persuade the Europeans that
modernizing ~~~~~~~~~ tactical nuclear force is desirable.

We believe United States officials should continue to point out to

their European counterpar ts that the new, lower—collateral damage military—
effective nuclear systems will contribute positively to deterrence and

11 
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defense in Europe. Tactical nuclear force modernization should be explained

in terms of the enhanced capabilities which it offers for tasks already

endorsed by the Alliance as a whole. Specifically, we believe a modernized

tactical nuclear arsenal should be presented to Europe (a) as offering,

through dispersal and greater security, far less attractive a target

structure to preemption—winded Soviet strategic planners than the present

force; (b) as offering a far more usable set of options against Soviet

and WP forces in the field should war occur than Is now the case, because
weapons effects can be better tailored with the new systems to suit

particular targets; and (c) as contributing to NAT~~s capacity to offset

the chemical warfare capabilities of the WP in the European theater.

Furthermore, for those Europeans who are nervous about the very ear ly
nuclear use implications of low collateral damage nuclear systems, it

must be emphasized that the new tactical nuclear posture we advocate will
only make sense in the context of an improved forward conventional
defense capability.

The American proposals for tactical nuclear force modernization

should also be explained as motivated by a determination to deny to the

Soviet Union the leverage that flows from the current military imbalance

in favor of the USSR, and, in the event that war occurs, the leverage
that would flow from swift Soviet occupation of substantial NATO assets.

For the present, we believe the U.S. approach to Europe on tactical
nuclear force modernization should be basically confined to the European

political leadership. A public debate at this stage, before government
off icials and political leaders are themselves prepared to deal adequately
with the complex issues involved, would be premature and probably counter-
productive, as the controversy over the “neutron bomb” indicates.

Efforts should continue to be made, however, to expand discussions and
debates within the Alliance on the technological and doctrinal issues

involved in nuclear force modernization and on the possibility of reduced

collateral damage. As the SSC’s Wes t German consultants in particular
have emphasized, recent and ongoing consultation patterns within the

framework of the Nuclear Planning Group and other forums have been extremelyj 12
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productive; the work of the NPG reflects a background of increasingly

shared European—Amer ican experience which was lacking in earlier ex-

changes of this sort. These and similar exchanges should be continued

and expanded.

Finally, greater efforts should be made to coordinate the views on

tactical nuclear issues held by U.S. military and diplomatic officials,

in order to avoid the confusion over U.S. policies and intentions which I Ihas occurred at least occasionally in the past.
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